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 Have you ever wondered what the most downloaded file in the history of the internet was? There are a lot of files floating around on the internet and YouTube has been recording the number of downloads in the history of time. 1,120,859,442! The Avengers: Endgame became the most downloaded file of all time. But the only problem with this number is that it does not include the number of free
downloads. Now that may not sound like much, but consider the fact that the entire movie was uploaded for free by a user named “Jonty’s Movie Streams”. The number of free downloads is not included in the 1,120,859,442 downloads. Still, the Avengers: Endgame is the most downloaded file of all time. 2,912 views2.9K views. This content is owned by FOXi, which is streaming the film entirely for

free. The next most downloaded file is also from a movie that is streaming for free. The first known download of La La Land came from a Youtube user called “R. L. Sarno”. The user uploaded the film to YT in December of 2017 and it had been downloaded over 4,800,000 times. However, while this number includes the free, ad-supported, streaming downloads, it does not include the number of
free, ad-supported, downloads of the movie’s director’s cut. Let’s not forget that this is just the director’s cut. The film was given a longer theatrical run in the UK. Other movies that rank high in the most downloaded movies are the movies Bad Santa and The Sound of Music. YouTube has a lot more to share with us and while they are calling it “the biggest one-day online film event ever”, it’s been a

long time coming. For the past few years, the team has been working on a platform for the community to upload their favorite movies, watch others’ movies, and share in the knowledge. And this is the part that I think is the most remarkable part of this. Let’s remember that the entire platform is free. YouTube is a platform where anyone can upload a video for free, which may or may not be intended
for the public. That being said, it doesn’t mean that the platform is not considered the best for the public. After all, why would anyone pay to watch a 82157476af
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